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Versatile software engineer and functional programming enthusiast who’s making
sense out of mess. Specialized in developing complex client applications with React
and its ecosystem, but also possesses significant experience with various
technologies across the stack - native platforms app development with Electron and
React Native, AWS Serverless, REST, GraphQL, infrastructure-as-code, etc.

Experience

Skills
Nikola has years worth of

hands-on experience with various

stacks and technologies front to

back. He prefers strongly typed

languages, pure functions and

immutability, but also believes in

using the right tool for the job.
JavaScript


Cardano Blue (May 2021 - present)

Cardano Integration Engineer; Project Coordinator

NodeJS, Cardano, AWS, Hasura, React, TypeScript, NextJS


Cardano Blue is the first Cardano based NFT marketplace and auction house that
helps artists and crypto enthusiasts to connect, buy, sell and auction their NFTs even
before smart contracts arrive to the network. Entire backend is written in TypeScript
(Node.js) and is communicating with Cardano blockchain. Nikola is responsible for
gathering the requirements, formulating specifications and leading the team of 4
developers.



TypeScript


NFTY (April 2021 - July 2021)

Cardano Integration Engineer


React


React, TypeScript, GatsbyJS, NodeJS, Cardano, Docker


React Native

Node.js

Express


Python

GraphQL

SQL

NoSQL

Serverless

Scrum


NFTY is a Cardano stake pool dedicated to digital art and NFTs. Nikola has
developed both frontend and backend of the application used to mint NFTs from the
series on demand. This included gathering information from the client, adapting to
ever-changing requirements, developing the application full-stack and integrating
with Cardano blockchain by using cardano-cli, bash scripts and various Cardano
services, such as cardano-graphql.



ReigNN (September 2020 - January 2021)

Lead Frontend Engineer

React, TypeScript, Redux, Redux-Saga, React Navi, Chart.js


ReigNN is a marketing and analytics platform that aims to maximize revenue while

balancing the user experience. Nikola is a lead developer on this project where he’s

responsible for the full rewrite of the existing app in order to meet the needs of th e

ever-changing market. Beside proposing and implementing technical solutions, he
was also in charge of mentoring junior colleagues and communicating with the
external team that’s working on the backend side of the things.

Alea Content Management System (January 2020 - November 2020)

Full Stack Software Engineer

React, TypeScript, Redux, RxJS, GraphQL, Node.js, NestJS, Socket.io, MongoDB


ACMS is customisable solution for quick creation of online sports betting

applications from predefined sets of elements. Nikola has been an integral part of the

core team which has helped convert a vague idea into a fully functional and unique

product on the market. His role included requirements gathering, architecture design,

features estimation, as well as delivering well-tested and maintainable code on both

frontend and backend.

DeepCode AI (March 2020 - June 2020)

Python Developer

Pytho

n


DeepCode is a zero configuration AI based solution that analyzes your code in real-time, warns you about critical
bugs and proposes solutions on how to fix them. Nikola was working on developing a cross-platform plugin for

’

SublimeText code editor from scratch. This process included integrating with Sublime s API as well as with

’

DeepCode s AI algorithm, while delivering a solution that works on multiple Linux distributions, as well as on
Windows and MacOS.

s

Sign late (June 2019 - January 2020)

Full Stack Software Engineer


)

React, React Native, TypeScript, Node.js, AWS (Lambda, Serverless, Aurora , Terrafor

m


Signslate is a mobile application for online interpreting from spoken into sign language and vice versa, built for

Vodafone Foundation. It connects people with varying degrees of hearing impairment with both enthusiasts and
professional translators through online speech-to-sign interpreting using video calls. Nikola was part of the core team
that built the mobile application, backoffice app for administration and the serverless backend on AWS.

Weeducate (June 2019 - January 2020)

Full Stack Software Engineer

React, React Native, TypeScript, AWS (Serverless, AppSync, Aurora, Cognito)



As cannabis is getting legalized in more states and countries worldwide, it's now more important than ever to make
information about it accessible to everyone. There are basic terms everyone should know about, and learn what
effects they may bring. Also, if you happen to be in Amsterdam, you might need some help in finding the best
coffeeshop for yourself and navigating to it. This is where Weeducate comes in with its mobile app. Nikola was
working on developing the mobile app for both Android and iOS platforms, web interface for back office, database
modelling, Serverless infrastructure setup, etc.



ScrumSpace (June 2019 - January 2020)

Full Stack Software Engineer

ReasonML, ReasonReact, JavaScript, Elixir, Phoeni

x



Planning poker, also called Scrum poker, is a consensus-based, gamified techni

que for estimating, mostly used to

estimate effort or relative size of development goals in software development. ScrumSpace is a particular real-time
implementation built with ReasonML and Elixir. Nikola was primarily working on the client side of the app which
integrated with the Phoenix backend via Channels and REST.

Aplikace Echo (October 2018 - January 2019)

Full Stack Software Engineer

React, JavaScript, GraphQL, Node, DynamoDB




The aim of the project is to involve the general public in the search for children at risk, from the very beginning. The
first hours of disappearance are key, and every other minute of the chances of finding a child drops significantly. The
whole project was developed in cooperation with Czech Ministry of Internal Affairs and with the aim of spreading to
the whole EU. Nikola was in charge of development of a mobile app built in React Native with a serverless backend discussing architectural decisions, planning and delivering code both on the frontend and the backend, communicating
with the clients and third-party providers. Aforementioned included connecting AWS Lambdas and other AWS services
with external API via SOAP protocol and updating records in a DynamoDB database, as well as integrating with the
React Native client application through GraphQL with Apollo client.


Meridianbet (July 2017 - May 2018)

Full Stack Software Engineer

Angular 2-6, JavaScript, TypeScript, Node, SailsJS, Python, MySQL, MongoDB




Meridianbet is the leading licensed gambling operator in South-East Europe with fully developed business in all
gambling sectors and channels with over 520 betting shops all over the world. Meridian partners with international
corporations to deliver unique and exciting betting programs to a worldwide audience. Nikola was working on
development and maintenance (DevOps, stress testing etc.) of user-facing part of a web application developed in
Angular 5 with MongoDB and SailsJS as a framework of choice that integrates with the odds feed and client's API on
the backend, as well as a dashboard for customization and monitoring which was developed in Laravel framework
connected to a MySQL database.


Zwivel (November 2016 - July 2017)

Full Stack Software Engineer

Angular JS, Angular 2-4, PHP, Laravel, MySQL




Zwivel is an all-encompassing plastic surgery platform. It allows cosmetic patients to research, discuss, search for and
virtually consult with cosmetic physicians. Cosmetic patients can research both invasive and non-invasive procedures
on Zwivel by reading comprehensive cosmetic procedure guides, articles and by joining the cosmetic community.
Nikola was working on development and maintenance of a hybrid AngularJS/Angular 4 web application with Laravel
API on the backend connected to a MySQL database.

